When my son tore his ACL ten
years ago, I had to give him a
knee

brace

to

stabilise

it.

However, as I listened to his
comments over the years, I drew
similarities with feedback from
other patients, describing the
changes they would’ve preferred
in

current

options.

By

collaborating with a mechanical
engineer, we produced a brace
design that is tailored for the
Asian knee anatomy.
Adapting the brace to the less
tapered build of Asian legs allowed
us to produce a knee brace which
Adaptive Gel pad to stabilize Patella
and Patellar tendon.

is more form fitting and flexible.

Applies just the right Pressure along
the Meniscus line.

material and unique cross-stitch

Added Support along the knee joints.

Aids in Recovery and Pain
management.

Combined
pattern,

with
this

the
brace

elastic
offers

improved tension and stability
across

the

knee,

compromising on comfort

without

Kneecap
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suffer

instability
also

means

more

in
we

frequent

injuries to the area, leading
to patella-femoral pain. By
reinforcing
bracing

the

soft

around

gel
the

kneecap to fix it in place,
this brace helps protect
against injury and pain.
We also focused on making
the brace suitable for the
regional climate since the
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increased temperature and
humidity

make

braces

uncomfortable to wear. Our
design allowed us to keep a
short brace length to keep
the area cool, while silicone
beads keep the brace from
sliding down during
intense activity.
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